


Design
Product design is a company’s personal signature guided by the designer´s 
pen. She or he works by sharing thoughts and ideas with colleagues and 
partners while being under strong time constraints. The designer’s challen-
ge is to translate the latest trends into a fashionable collection reflecting 
the company’s brand image in a manner consistent with its target market.  
Concentrating on the essentials and working in a structured and creative 
environment is indispensable to every designer. 

TEX-DESIGNTM

Your tool for professional fashion and fabric design
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Fast realization of trends and ideas

TEX-DESIGN was developed specifically to meet the requirements of designers working 
in the fashion and textile industries. The software encompasses the entire creative process 
from concept, to the creation of sketches, and the presentation of extensive collections. It 
combines bitmap pixel (image editing) and vector (technical drawings) technologies within 
one user interface to ensure a continuous design process.

Fast prototyping of different style/color 
alternatives

All design-specific operations are intuitive and automated, 
providing more time for creativity

Simple realization of design ideas

Crystal clear management of sketches, fabrics, scans, de-
signs etc. in a structured library

Fast creation of color cards and generati-
on of mood boards for trend themes and 
ideas

Simple creation of new sketches out of 
existing elements



Working with colors easily
Simplified working with colors across collections and users

Spontaneously create your own colors or select 
specific ones from user defined or Pantone® li-
braries

Creation and administration of season-based 
and collection-based color palettes

Integrated color library for the optimization of 
print output

Trendy fabrics in the blink of an eye
Create, color, allover-prints as desired

Precise fabric design and coloring with automa-
tic repeats in different offset types

Automated presentation boards deliver a quick 
overview of all created color variations of your 
design

All color variations are saved in a single file. 
Any modification to the drawing is replicated in 
real time over all color variations

Expandable visual libraries with a structured 
framework
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Automatic color separation and color reduction 
tools for the creation of color variations and 
screen printing
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Everything fits together
We have placed flexibility at your finger tips. The basic TEX-DESIGN Classic software can 
be expanded by the addition of individual modules as you require them – allowing you to 
always work within the same user interface. With the modules covering all areas of fashion 
and fabric design, TEX-DESIGN represents the best toolset for your creative work.

Building blocks for new ideas

Designing fine woven fabrics

Vector and bitmap pixel technology on the 
same canvas with TEX-LINE™

Fast and precise realization of sketches as 
technical drawings

Vector libraries available for virtually all pro-
duct groups and individually expandable

Fast creation of sketches via drag & drop 
from the Library

With TEX-CHECK™ every fabric can be simu-
lated through the definition of warp and weft 
as well as the weave pattern

Each yarn can be visually created and defi-
ned technically according to its size, construc-
tion and texture

Virtual weaving with a realistic result

The technical data of the fabric design is auto-
matically made available from within the sys-
tem and can be communicated to the supplier
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Simulating designs realistically

Creating beautiful knits

The development of your own knit patterns 
can easily be attained by the use of the integ-
rated stitch library with TEX-KNIT™

True to scale visualization of the knitting pattern

Precise communication of your designs and 
knitting patterns to your manufacturer

Automatic real size 3D-mapping on photo 
images

Create appealing and accurate detailed pre-
sentations of the collection even before the 
first prototype has been produced

Apply your print designs or solid colors from 
your palette directly on photos with 
TEX-DRESS™

The impact of a new design is immediately 
visible

Automatic output of knitting pattern graphs as 
well as accurate stitch and template images

„In the hot, creative planning phase, TEX-DESIGN enables an effective 
translation of ideas into trendy products. Optimal results can be developed 
and changed quickly. Plug-ins like TEX-CHECK and TEX-KNIT simplify 
and accelerate the design process remarkably. For our company 
TEX-DESIGN has become indispensable.” 
Oliver Schmerbach, Designer, New Yorker
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Communicating ideas successfully
Automatically create storyboards or presentation boards quickly and simply to present your 
design ideas in an appealing and persuading layout.

TEX-DESIGN in action
We are constantly developing TEX-DESIGN in close cooperation with our customers as well 
as the entire fashion industry. Many of TEX-DESIGN functions are a direct result of users´ 
feedback and their requests.

Years of development and fashion apparel market user experience make the software intu-
itive and user friendly.



Integrated software solutions for the 
fashion industry
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TEX-DESIGN is part of the Koppermann Solution Suite. We support companies throughout 
the entire product cycle – from the creative idea, to PLM, to the presentation of the product 
at the POS – for a practicable added value system.

Koppermann has over 20 years of experience in the implementation and support of our 
TEX-DESIGN software within many companies in the fashion industry. We foster long-stan-
ding relationships with our customers.

We provide specific services which can support you in facing the daily design challenges 
and creating fashion concepts. Whether it is software training by a qualified trainer – either 
at your work site or in our training center – or by personally answering all your questions at 
any time either by phone or by email and a member of our TEX-DESIGN team is available 
to you.

All Koppermann software solutions are developed in our main headquarters located in 
Munich, Germany, ensuring security and flexibility.

Reaching your goals faster together: Our Service

Koppermann stands for a seamless communication between your company’s many 
different systems and departments, unleashing synergies along the entire value chain



What you can expect

Technical information

Network license/fl oating option

Share simultaneously over all 
modules

All functions for the creation of a 
collection on a single platform

Fast translation of the latest trends 
into new styles

Perfect communication with internal 
and external partners with precise 
detailed overviews

High-quality presentations of your 
designs

Reduction of production errors and 
unnecessary prototyping costs

Have fun while you work

Individually defi nable user interface

Regular updates directly from 
Koppermann

Seamless integration with your exis-
ting IT environment
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www.koppermann.com    info@koppermann.com


